Insert Dirtt Wall Bracket into Dirtt Wall System by tilting upward with the hook end down (Figure B).

**Note:** Ensure that the Bracket is fully installed and stable before hanging the cabinet.

Use power driver to remove the existing shorter Z clips from the overhead cabinet (Figure C).

Use a power driver #8 x 5/8" screws to attach the long Z Clip 1/4" from top of the overhead and 15/16" from the end (Figure D).

Apply double sided tape to the 3/8" wood spacer. Attach the spacer above the existing 1/4" wood spacer 3 7/8" from the bottom and centered on the back of the overhead (Figure D).
**Dirtt Wall Assembly**

**5** Ensure that the Dirtt Brackets are 2" from the end of the Z clip and evenly spaced for proper support (Figure E).

**Figure E**

Ensure that the Dirtt Brackets are 2" from the end of the Z clip and evenly spaced for proper support (Figure E).

**6** Hang the overhead by engaging the Z Clip into the Dirtt Bracket (Figure F).

**Note:** Ensure that both Dirtt Brackets are engaged the full length of the bracket and the Z Clip is set fully down on the Dirtt Bracket.

**Figure F**

Hang the overhead by engaging the Z Clip into the Dirtt Bracket (Figure F).